Vegas City Opera
Performing Arts: Opera

Las Vegas, NV
(702) 990-2787 ext. 1097
gingerl@vegascityopera.org

Program Types
Workshops, classes,
performances, residencies,
professional development

Language Proficiencies
English, Spanish, French,
German, and Italian
Fees
Contact to inquire
Availability
Contact to inquire
Audiences
Schools (grades pre-K-12),
young adult, adult, adults, atrisk, persons with /disabilities,
seniors, and ESL/ELL
Venues
Schools, colleges, theaters,
festivals, senior centers and
community centers
Technical requirements
Contact to inquire
Counties
Statewide

Vegas City Opera (VCO) envisions an interdisciplinary hub of creativity,
learning, and professional development for local artists and the
surrounding community. They provide a nurturing environment in which
performers can take chances and flourish in their performances, all the
while sharing the excitement and vibrancy of contemporary opera with
audiences of the Las Vegas valley. VCO is committed to serving all age
groups and populations through their numerous outreach and
educational programs which include programs for children with special
needs, performances at senior centers and free community events.
Their unique ability to create exciting and modern performances that
can be tailored to any age or level of understanding sets them apart
from other opera and theatre companies.
As Las Vegas' premier contemporary opera company, Vegas City
Opera is dedicated to bringing affordable opera and classical music to
the community in fresh and exciting new ways. Vegas City Opera is
made up of the top Southern Nevada operatic artists and musicians.
The roster of singers, have extensive educational backgrounds
including Masters of Music and Doctorates in Music and Operatic
Performance. Their post-educational training includes working with the
Gratz program in Austria, San Francisco Merola and Adler Fellowships,
as well as City Opera, and Houston Opera. All Vegas City Opera artists
have had professional leading role experience in the United States as
well as Europe, Russia and Asia.
Vegas City Opera believes that at the core of everything lies the mission
to inspire, challenge, and uplift our audiences by celebrating the beauty
and breadth of opera.
School Workshops
iNEVation Opera: includes 45 minute presentations of Opera Time (K-12),
Opera by the Book(K-12), The Science of Opera (4th – 12th).
Opera@Lunch: 20 – 30 minute introduction to opera during lunch time.
Sensory Sensitive Educational Programs: A 30 - 45 minute presentation
using non-threating costumes, colorful props and visual stimulation. Prepresentation materials provided.
Community Programming
Summer Opera Camp: Middle and High School age students, and its Adult
Opera Workshop providing members of the Las Vegas community with an
opportunity to learn advanced singing technique and stage craft.
Adult Opera Workshop Providing members of the Las Vegas community
with an opportunity to learn advanced singing technique and stage craft.
Master-Class Workshops

